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Multi-Stimuli-Responsive and Mechano-Actuated
Biomimetic Membrane Nanopores Self-Assembled from
DNA

Yongzheng Xing,* Adam Dorey, and Stefan Howorka*

In bioinspired design, biological templates are mimicked in structure and
function by highly controllable synthetic means. Of interest are static
barrel-like nanopores that enable molecular transport across membranes for
use in biosensing, sequencing, and biotechnology. However, biological ion
channels offer additional functions such as dynamic changes of the entire
pore shape between open and closed states, and triggering of dynamic
processes with biochemical and physical stimuli. To better capture this
complexity, this report presents multi-stimuli and mechano-responsive
biomimetic nanopores which are created with DNA nanotechnology. The
nanopores switch between open and closed states, whereby specific binding
of DNA and protein molecules as stimuli locks the pores in the open state.
Furthermore, the physical stimulus of high transmembrane voltage switches
the pores into a closed state. In addition, the pore diameters are larger and
more tunable than those of natural templates. These multi-stimuli-responsive
and mechanically actuated nanopores mimic several aspects of complex
biological channels yet offer easier control over pore size, shape and stimulus
response. The designer pores are expected to be applied in biosensing and
synthetic biology.

1. Introduction

Biological membrane nanopores and ion channels are function-
ally important conduits for transport of molecular cargo across
lipid bilayer membranes. In the simplest form, structurally static
barrel-like nanopores are constitutively open for water-soluble
cargo small enough to pass the pore lumen. Natural ion chan-
nels are structurally and functionally more complex by under-
going conformational changes that control transport, and also
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by harboring a selectivity filter for permit-
ted molecules. To gate transport, the ion
channels switch between open and closed
states that represent mechanical changes
in channel shape and lumen. These hall-
mark changes are triggered by environ-
mental stimuli such as ligand binding,[1–3]

voltage,[4–7] membrane torsion,[8–10] and
mechanical forces.[11,12] In highly com-
plex channels, conformational flexibility
is coupled with multi-step activation to
tightly control channel lumen width and
transport.[13]

Engineering biological and fabricating
completely new synthetic nanopores is rel-
evant to tune pore shape and function
for biosensing, biotechnology, and syn-
thetic biology. For example, protein pores
were engineered for widely used next-
generation portable DNA sequencing[14–18]

and label-free electrical biosensing.[19–33]

In the sensing principle, individual ana-
lyte molecules pass through the electrolyte-
filled pore and can thereby cause transient
detectable changes in the electrical read-
out. To provide a low-noise signal, the pores
are ideally structurally stable and do not

undergo any conformational changes. By comparison, design-
ing nanopores to undergo controlled conformational opening
and closing offers a route to functionally more complex and
high-value devices for sensing and synthetic biology. De-novo de-
sign with synthetic approaches[34] can rely on organic-polymeric
materials[32] and also peptide scaffolds.[35–40] While the syn-
thetic scope is impressive, these approaches have some limi-
tations, such as the challenge to design controlled conforma-
tional changes. Furthermore, the approaches yield only small
lumen sizes of a few nanometer that restrict applications to
non-protein transport. To better mimic biology and expand
the application range, future synthetic pores should achieve
stimulus-responsiveness coupled with nanomechanical actua-
tion of pore shape and lumen. Ideally, the pores should also
have wider and tunable lumens. Pores with >5 nm inner width
are of general interest as they can accommodate large pro-
teins or protein complexes for direct sensing at the single-
molecule level.[41] Wide pores may also be used in synthetic biol-
ogy for controlling transport of large biomolecular cargo across
membranes.[42]
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Scheme 1. Design and functional principle of self-assembled DNA-made mechanical nanopores. a) Illustration of a DNA-binding mechanical pore
(DMP) showing rapid fluctuations between a closed state (left) and open state (middle). Sequence-specific binding of stimuli DNA strands (red) forms
pairs of DNA duplexes at two corners that stabilize the pore structure in an open configuration (right). b) The protein-binding mechanical pore (PMP)
also undergoes dynamic fluctuations. A high transmembrane potential switches the pore into the closed state. Binding of two streptavidin protein
molecules (red) to biotin tags (green) at adjacent corners of PMP stabilizes the structure in an open conformation (right).

Here, we develop synthetic nanopores that undergo con-
formational transitions that are triggered by biomolecular
and physical stimuli, and offers up to >10 nm-wide lu-
mens. The rational design of the synthetic nanopores is
realized with DNA nanotechnology[43–46] that is a powerful
tool to build well-defined nanostructures of customized di-
mension and shape,[47–50] structural curvature,[51,52] mechani-
cal properties,[53–57] and designable functionalization.[46,58,59] Re-
cently, DNA membrane nanopores[41,60–66] have been fabricated
and functionalized with hydrophobic moieties for membrane in-
sertion. However, these existing DNA pores did not feature any
designed changes in pore lumen shape even though some were
equipped with flap-like gates responding to triggers.[42,62,67–69]

Our nanopores presented here undergo dynamic conformational
transitions between open and closed states (Scheme 1). Accord-
ing to our designable control mechanism, the semiflexible pores
can be mechanically locked in the open state by specific recogni-
tion of biomolecular stimuli or can be switched to the closed state
upon application of a high transmembrane voltage (Scheme 1).
Notably, the pores have a diameter of >10 nm, which is other-
wise challenging to achieve via de novo building routes with pro-
teins. Our multi-stimuli-responsive and mechanically actuated
nanopores mimic many aspects of complex biological ion chan-
nels yet offer easier tuning over pore size, shape and stimulus
response. We expect the designer DNA pores to be applied in
biosensing and synthetic biology.

2. Results and Discussion

The design of our mechanical nanopores with stimulus-
controlled shape and rigidity was enabled by DNA nanotech-
nology. As shown in Scheme 1, the semiflexible DNA-origami
nanopore features four structurally stable subunits composed of
bundled DNA duplexes. Flexibility is introduced as the modular
subunits are interconnected with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
hinges at their innermost duplexes (Scheme 1). Given the lack
of stabilization at the corners, the entire structure spontaneously
fluctuates between a rhombus and a square shape (Scheme 1), as
implied by its name, mechanical pore MP.

To confer the pore with tunable structural rigidity in re-
sponse to biomolecular stimuli, two design routes were de-
vised (Scheme 1, Figures S1 and S2, Supporting Information).
In the first, DNA stimuli control the DNA-binding mechanical
pore DMP. The pore’s rigidity is tunable as its subunits are in-
terlinked with ssDNA loops that hybridize with stimuli DNA
strands to form duplexes that stabilize the pore in the open
state (Scheme 1a). The second design is analogous but uses pro-
tein as trigger, whereby the protein-binding mechanical pore
(PMP) carries at its corners protein-binding receptors (e.g., bi-
otin moieties, Scheme 1b). After specific binding, the bulky tar-
get proteins (e.g., streptavidin) sterically occupy the corners and
force the mechanical nanopore to adopt an open conformation.
To gain fine control of the pore structures, up to four of the
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Figure 1. a–f) Schematic representations (top) and TEM images (bottom) of DNA-binding mechanical cap (DMC) structures, from left to right:
a) without stabilizing DNA duplexes (DMC-0), b) with one pair (DMC-1), c) two pairs at adjacent corners (DMC-2) or d) diagnostic corners (DMC-
2d), e) three pairs (DMC-3), and f) four pairs (DMC-4) of stabilizing duplexes, respectively. Scale bar: 20 nm.

corners can be targeted by the DNA or protein stimuli lead-
ing to a progressively more opened pore lumen. For example,
the DNA-responsive pore shown in Scheme 1a carries two pairs
of stabilizing DNA duplexes at two adjacent corners while the
protein-responsive variant is functionalized with two biotin tags
and bound with two proteins (Scheme 1b). In another type of me-
chanical control, the physical stimulus of transmembrane voltage
with high magnitude causes controlled closing of the semiflexi-
ble pore (Scheme 1b). The mechanism is based on the negatively
charged nature of the backbone of the DNA strands in the DNA
nanopore. Under applied transmembrane voltage, some of these
strands may undergo limited electrophoretic movement and alter
the fine structure of the pore.[70,71] This process usually increases
with voltage. Additionally, lateral membrane pressure may influ-
ence open and closed states of membrane-inserted nanopores.

2.1. DNA-Binding Mechanical Nanopores

To verify the principle of tunable rigidity, we first fabricated a
series of DNA-triggered mechanical cap (DMC) structures that
can bind stabilizing oligonucleotide strands at tunable numbers
and corner positions. We used a design with two duplex layers
in each subunit because it has higher rigidity within the sub-
unit compared to a single-layered design. Up to six structures
were constructed (Figure 1) including caps without stabilizing
DNA duplexes (DMC-0), with one pair (DMC-1), two pairs at adja-
cent corners (DMC-2) or diagonal corners (DMC-2d), three pairs
(DMC-3), and four pairs (DMC-4) of stabilizing duplexes, respec-
tively. The DNA-origami structures of 20 nm-long subunits were
self-assembled by mixing 20 nm pre-treated M13 scaffold and
five times excess staples (Table S1, Supporting Information) in
0.5x TAE buffer supplemented with 16 mm MgCl2 and folding by
using a 40 h annealing program. The folded samples were ana-
lyzed with 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure S3a, Support-
ing Information), and the defined bands suggest that the struc-
tures were folded efficiently. The DMC samples were then puri-
fied with 1.2% agarose gel electrophoresis for analysis with trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM). TEM images (Figure 1; Fig-
ure S4, Supporting Information) showed that the six DMC struc-
tures were successfully formed.

To obtain an understanding of how the number and position
of the stabilizing duplexes influenced the constructs’ rigidity,
TEM images were analyzed to obtain the small angle, 𝜃, of the
rhombus-shaped lumens (Figure 1a). The value of 𝜃 for DMC-0
was 42.3 ± 23.5, indicating a flexible structure, while an increase
in the number of stabilizing duplexes led to gradually higher 𝜃.
The values were 51.9 ± 17.8, 65.9 ± 13.6, 63.3 ± 15.9, 80.2 ± 8.9,
and 83.7 ± 3.6 (n ≥ 35) for DMC-1, DMC-2, DMC-2d, DMC-3,
and DMC-4, respectively (Figure 1 and Table S2, Supporting In-
formation). The standard deviation of 𝜃 decreased, however, in
the series. The trend of the increasing average angles suggests
a higher degree of opening for the structures while the deceas-
ing angle deviations indicate higher structural rigidities and thus
more stable conformations.

After validating the DNA-stabilizing principle, we next de-
signed and built DNA-binding mechanical pore (DMP) nanos-
tructures (Scheme 1 and Figure 2). In DMP, the cap subunits
had a length of 10 nm. Compared to DMC, the subunits were
horizontally broadened from three to five duplexes to help ac-
commodate a sufficiently high number of cholesterol tags for
membrane anchoring.[41] As other change, the underside of the
DMP subunits featured a four duplex-high transmembrane tip
to puncture the bilayer. The DMP structures were folded with
the phiX174 scaffold and corresponding staples (Table S1, Sup-
porting Information) by using the same folding procedures to the
DMC structures, followed by agarose gel electrophoresis to con-
firm the efficient folding (Figure S3b, Supporting Information)
and gel purification for use of further experiments.

To establish that the DMP pores span lipid membrane bilayers
and to characterize the biophysical differences between pore
conformations, single-channel current recordings were per-
formed. This technique uses an applied transmembrane voltage
to induce the detectable flow of solubilized ions through a mem-
brane puncturing channel. Nanomechanical pores designed for
DNA response were analyzed in two versions: DMP-0 without
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Figure 2. Electrical characterization of DNA-binding mechanical pore (DMP) structures with DNA-triggered transition from a dynamic fluctuating to
an open state. a,b) Electrical recording analysis of DMP-0 without stabilizing duplex (a) and DMP-2 with two pairs of stabilizing duplexes at adjacent
corners (b). i) Schematic representation of the DMP structures. ii) Single-channel current traces obtained at +80 mV. iii) Average current–voltage plots
(± s.e.m.) for voltages ranging from −100 to +100 mV at 20 mV steps. iv) All-point histogram of channel conductances at +80 mV. In (ii)–(iv, the closed
state is indicated by light blue and the open state by dark blue.

stabilizing duplexes and DMP-2 for binding DNA at two adja-
cent corners (Figure 2). The two pores were analyzed under the
standard electrolyte solution of 1 m KCl, 10 mm HEPES pH 7.4
using a transmembrane potential of up to +100 or −100 mV
to induce the electrophoretic flow of ions as measured by ionic
current. Insertion of large DNA-origami structures into lipid
membranes is not an energetically favorable process due to the
required displacement of lipid molecules to create a hole in the
membrane. To improve insertion rates, pores were first modified
to include cholesterol membrane anchors on the underside
of the structure and second incubated with weak detergent
(0.5% n-octyloligooxyethylene).[71] Characterization by single-
channel current traces (Figure 2a-ii) revealed that DMP-0 pores
exist in two states, open or closed, with the propensity to rapidly
switch between these states (Figure S8, Supporting Information).
Analyzing the current–voltage relationship (Figure 2a-iii) and all-
point conductance histograms (Figure 2a-iv) revealed the closed
state to have an average conductance of 0.36 ± 0.04 nS (n = 9, ±
s.e.m.) and the open state a value of 1.95 ± 0.04 nS (n = 8). The
nanopore’s open state was stabilized by preincubation with bind-
ing DNA strands to form rigidified DMP-2 pores (Figure 2b). The
successful transition was indicated in the current traces by the
switch to the higher conductance state (Figure 2b-ii). Current–
voltage relationships (Figure 2b-iii) and all-point conductance
histograms (Figure 2b-iv) established that DMP-2 pores cluster
only into the open pore state, with an average conductance of
1.79 ± 0.01 nS (n = 15) as expected for a pore stabilized in an
open configuration. The magnitude was similar to the open state
conductance of DMP-0 nanopores. Variation in conductance as
shown by all-point conductance histograms (Figure 2b-iv) are
in accordance with normal variation of similarly designed DNA
nanopores.[41] Reducing the number of stabilizing duplexes to
one (DMP-1) decreased the open pore conductance to 1.08 ±
0.03 nS (n = 10), whilst increasing the number of stabilizing du-

plexes to three (DMP-3) raised the open pore conductance to 2.48
± 0.07 nS (n = 5), in line with a reduction and an increase in open
pore area, respectively (Figure S9, Supporting Information).

2.2. Protein-Binding Mechanical Nanopores

To demonstrate protein-mediated stabilization, we designed and
built protein-binding mechanical caps (PMC) before applying the
principle to nanopores. Protein-responsive PMC was similar in
overall structure to DMC but lacked the outer DNA-responsive
ssDNA loops. However, PMC featured biotin functionalization at
the corners to enable the binding of protein streptavidin leading
to rigidification of the DNA structure (Scheme 1).

We prepared PMC structures without biotin (PMC-0), and
modified versions with one (PMC-1) and two adjacent (PMC-2)
biotin moieties, using folding and purification protocols used
for the DMC structures. The successful self-assembly of PMC
structures was confirmed with 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis
(Figure S5a, Supporting Information). To demonstrate specific
protein-binding, the gel-purified nanostructures were incubated
with streptavidin (PMC: streptavidin = 1: 300) for 1 h at room
temperature. Analysis with 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis
demonstrated that the PMC-0 sample with streptavidin showed
no band shift relative to the no protein control, while both the
PMC-1 and PMC-2 constructs displayed slower band migration
after incubated with streptavidin (Figure 3a; Figure S6a, Support-
ing Information). The data suggests the successful binding of
streptavidin to the PMC-1 and PMC-2 structures. The PMC sam-
ples incubated with streptavidin were also imaged with TEM (Fig-
ure 3b; Figure S7, Supporting Information). The analysis of the
small angle, 𝜃, of the rhombus-shaped lumens was performed,
and yielded values for PMC-0, PMC-1 and PMC-2 of 35.6 ± 31.9,
49.2 ± 22.3, and 56.1 ± 19.1, respectively (n ≥ 37) (Table S3,
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Figure 3. Characterization of protein-binding mechanical caps and pores. a) 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis of the protein-binding mechanical cap
(PMC) structures without biotin modification (PMC-0), or functionalized with two biotin tags (PMC-2), incubated without or with streptavidin. b) TEM
images showing PMC-0 and PMC-2 after incubation with streptavidin. Scale bar: 20 nm. c,d) Electrical recording analysis of protein-binding pores
without biotin tags (PMP-0) and with two biotins (PMP-2) after pre-incubation with streptavidin. i) Schematic representation of the PMP structures.
ii) Single-channelcurrent traces obtained at +80 mV. iii) Average current–voltage graphs (± s.e.m.) for voltages ranging from −100 to +100 mV at 20 mV
steps. iv) All-point histogram of channel conductances at +80 mV. In (ii) to (iv), light blue indicates the closed state pore state and dark blue the open
pore state.

Supporting Information). The increasing trend of 𝜃 demon-
strates that binding of streptavidin to PMC-1 and PMC-2 struc-
tures can stabilize their rhombus-shaped lumens with more
opened conformations than PMC-0. Furthermore, the angle stan-
dard deviations of the three PMCs are bigger compared with
their DMC counterparts. The inferred higher structural flexibili-
ties may be attributed to the lack of the outer ssDNA loops that
otherwise provide extra stabilizing effects in the DMCs.

After establishing the stabilization principle, we designed and
fabricated protein-binding mechanical pores (PMP) using 10 nm-
long subunits with five-duplex wide caps and four duplex-high
tips, analogous to the DMP pore. The protein-binding pores
had zero (PMP-0), one (PMP-1), and two biotin tags (PMP-
2), at the corners. After the programmed folding, the PMP
structures were analyzed with 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis
(Figure S5b, Supporting Information) to verify that the structures
had self-assembled efficiently. To confirm protein binding, the
gel-purified pore structures were incubated with streptavidin and
analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Successful streptavidin
binding was inferred from the band shifts of PMP-1 and PMP-
2, compared with PMP-0 that showed no band shift (Figure S6b,
Supporting Information).

To confirm that the protein-actuated pores are able to punc-
ture lipid membrane bilayers, single-channel current record-
ings were performed. Protein-actuated pores PMP-0 and PMP-

2 were analyzed (Figure 3c,d) under the standard electrolyte so-
lution. Characterization of current traces revealed that PMP-0
pores show similar characteristics to their DMP-0 counterparts,
in terms of two states and the propensity to rapid switching be-
tween these states (Figure 3c-ii; Figure S8, Supporting Informa-
tion). Current–voltage analysis (Figure 3c-iii) and conductance
histogram (Figure 3c-iv) revealed that PMP-0 closed state had an
average conductance of 0.59 ± 0.02 nS (n = 11) and the open state
1.86 ± 0.06 nS (n = 6). These values are concordant with DMP-0
conductances.

The open state of the biotin-modified pore PMP-2 was sta-
bilized by incubation with streptavidin, as shown with electri-
cal recordings. Following this analysis, protein-incubated PMP-2
clustered into two states, an open state and also a closed state
(Figure S10, Supporting Information), unlike the single-state
open DMP-2 pore. The dual state behavior of PMP-2 is likely
a cause of incomplete binding of streptavidin to the DNA pore
structure, potentially through partial inaccessibility of the bi-
otin tags in the pore’s corners. Analysis with current–voltage
plots (Figure 3d-iii) and conductance histograms (Figure 3d-iv)
revealed that the PMP-2’s closed state had an average conduc-
tance of 0.64 ± 0.01 nS (n = 8), whilst the open state was at
2.81 ± 0.04 nS (n = 12). The open pore currents are higher than
those of PMP-0 pores, suggesting that protein binding opens the
pore lumen to a larger extent than in the fluctuations. A higher
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Figure 4. Protein sensing with the protein-binding pore PMP-2. a) The PMP-2 pore prior to the addition of streptavidin. i) Schematic of the pore.
ii) An example single-channel current trace at +80 mV shows rapid open and closing events in line with the structurally similar PMP-0 pore. iii) A
scatter plot shows the fluctuations’ distribution in current and duration. iv) An all-point conductance histogram reveals an open probability of 0.22.
b) Analysis of the same pore after addition of 33 nm streptavidin to the cis chamber. i) Schematic drawing of the pore with two bound streptavidin
molecules. ii) The single-channel current trace at +80 mV and iii) the scatter plot shows a reduction in rapid opening and closing events. iv) An all-point
conductance histogram reveals a shift in the open probability to 0.98.

percentage of pores exists in the open state of PMP-2 (60%) in
comparison to PMP-0 (35%), further confirming protein binding.
Open pore conductances of PMP-2 are significantly higher than
those of DMP-2, indicative of an increased pore area caused by
protein binding in comparison to stabilization by DNA duplexes.

2.3. Protein-Binding Mechanical Pores as Sensing Devices

DNA nanopores have been used previously for sensing of pro-
teins and other relevant bioanalytes.[65,41,42] We explored whether
the nanomechanical pores are able to function as sensing devices.
First, the unbound PMP-0 pore was used to determine whether
pore populations that rapidly transitioned between open and
closed states were influenced by voltage (Figure S8b-iv, Support-
ing Information). Strikingly, the probability of the pore to be in
an open state (PO) was heavily influenced by voltage (Figures S11
and S12, Supporting Information). As voltages increased from
+20 to +100 mV the open probability drastically decreased from
0.99 to 0.12, respectively, with a transition from a mostly open
state to a mostly closed state ≈ +50 mV (Figures S11 and S12,
Supporting Information). This data suggest that the nanome-
chanical pore can be used as a voltage sensor.

The affinity for protein recognition was then tested using a
PMP-2 pore containing biotin tags at adjacent corners (Figure 4).
For electrical recording analysis, the pore had not been incubated
with streptavidin. In the single-channel current traces at +80 mV,
pore populations showed rapid transitions between open and
closed states (Figure 4a-ii), similar to the PMP-0 pore (Figure S8b-
iv, Supporting Information). To a rapidly gating PMP-2 pore,
streptavidin was added and gating monitored. After the addition,
the occurence of gating events decreased drastically (Figure 4b-ii).

In terms of open probabilities, the protein pore before protein ad-
dition had a PO value of 0.22 (Figure 4a-iii), which increased to
0.98 upon protein addition (final concentration of 33 nm strep-
tavidin)(Figure 4b-iii). Hence, streptavidin binding to the biotin-
pore stabilizes the pore structure, as found for the PMP-2 pore
pre-incubated with protein. Through analysis of pore open prob-
abilities, this data provides a method for target-specific protein
detection using a mechanical DNA nanopore.

3. Conclusion

We have pioneered the rational design of large diameter mem-
brane nanopores with controlled nanoscale mechanical transi-
tions. The stimulus-actuated nanopores have been inspired by
biological ion channels and other proteins that undergo mechan-
ical changes to fulfil their functions.[72,73] To replicate nanoscale
transitions via synthetic routes, the 10 nm-wide DNA nanopore
structures were designed to dynamically switch in pore shape
but undergo stabilization by either DNA hybridization or pro-
tein binding. Previous large DNA nanopores were static in their
lumen shape[41,42] and one design featured a flap to close or
open the pore lumen of fixed dimensions.[42] By changing the
entire shape, our designer pores advance typical ligand-gated ion
channels that have a less tunable range of activators as well as
much narrower lumens. Our DNA pores differ in other ways
from biological templates as the latter reversibly dissociate lig-
ands when switching back to the other pore conformation. Fur-
thermore, several biological ion channels completely close the
lumen for transport. In future, these two aspects may be inte-
grated into the DNA nanopore with design changes that harness
DNA nanotechnology. Further developments may also include
selectivity filters for cargo-specific transport, something which
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is shown with stimuli-responsive and biomimetic channels fab-
ricated in solid-state membranes that, however, do not undergo
conformational changes in the pore structure.[74–76] As our DNA
designer pores can insert into semifluid membranes, applica-
tions are opened for applications compatible with synthetic poly-
mer films.[77] The inherent design freedom may also enable the
exploitation of the nanomechanical pores for controlled transport
of bioactive cargos into biological cells, the construction of cell-
cell communication for artificial gap junctions,[78] the formation
of synthetic cells that are environmentally responsive by perme-
abilizing their membranes, or controlled drug release. In conclu-
sion, by mimicking and expanding biological ion channels using
designer DNA-origami structures, our study extends the scope
and versatility of artificial nanopores for use in fundamental re-
search and biosensing and biomedical applications.[79]

4. Experimental Section
Materials: All DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from Inte-

grated DNA Technologies, except the 5′-cholesterol-labelled DNA oligonu-
cleotide, which was ordered from Eurogentec. The M13 and phiX174 DNA
scaffolds and restriction enzymes were ordered from New England Bio-
labs. All other reagents were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich unless stated
otherwise.

Design of the DNA-Origami Structures: The DNA nanostructures were
designed using caDNAno software.[80] The DNA design schemes for the
mechanical caps and pores are provided in Figures S1 and S2 (Supporting
Information). All sequences of DNA oligonucleotides are summarized in
Table S1 (Supporting Information).

Preparation of the DNA Nanostructures: The assembly, gel purification,
and TEM analysis of the DNA nanostructures followed protocols previ-
ously described.[71] To fold the DNA mechanical caps and pores, the re-
striction enzyme pre-treated M13 scaffold and the non-cut phiX174 scaf-
fold, respectively, were mixed at a 1:5 ratio with corresponding staples
in 0.5× TAE buffer supplemented with 16 mm MgCl2. The DNA-origami
structures were folded using a 40 h folding program: the solutions were
first heated at 75 °C for 5 min to denature the scaffold and any folded sta-
ple strands, and then, for annealing, cooled from 65 to 25 °C at a rate of
1 °C h−1, followed by cooling to 10 °C at a rate of 1 °C per 5 min. The sam-
ples were kept at 4 °C until further use. After the folding process, the DNA-
origami structures were purified by excision from a 1.2% agarose gel run in
0.5x TBE buffer supplemented with 11 mm MgCl2. The cholesterol-tagged
pores were prepared by adding cholesterol-labeled strands to the purified
pores at a stoichiometry of 1.5 relative to the total number of DNA choles-
terol attachment sites on the DNA nanopores. It was essential that the
cholesterol-tagged pores were freshly prepared and used for the current
recording experiments on the same day.

Agarose Gel Electrophoresis Analysis of the DNA Nanostructures: The
folded DNA caps and nanopores were analyzed using 1.5% agarose gel
electrophoresis in 0.5× TBE buffer supplemented with 11 mm MgCl2. Gels
were run at 65 V in an ice–water bath for various hours depending on the
samples.

TEM Characterization of the DNA Nanostructures: Purified DNA
nanostructures (6 μL) were added onto TEM grids treated by glow dis-
charge (Agar Scientific, AGG2050C) and then stained with 2% uranyl for-
mate solution, as described.[71] The samples were analyzed on a JEM-2100
electron microscope operated at 200 kV and the images were acquired with
an Orius SC200 camera. TEM images of the rhombus-shaped DNA nanos-
tructures were subjected to ImageJ analysis to measure the dimensions
and the smallest angle between the subunits of the pore.

Single-Channel Current Recordings: For planar lipid bilayer electrophys-
iological current measurements,[71] integrated chip-based, parallel bi-
layer recording setups (Orbit Mini; Nanion Technologies, Munich, Ger-
many) with multielectrode-cavity-array (MECA) chips (IONERA, Freiburg,

Germany) were used.[65] Bilayers were formed of DPhPC lipid dissolved
in octane (10 mg mL−1). The electrolyte solution was 1 m KCl and
10 mm HEPES, pH 7.6. For pore insertion, a 2:1 DNA nanopore and 0.5%
OPOE[81] (n-octyloligooxyethylene, in 1 m KCl, 10 mm HEPES, pH 7.6) was
added to the cis chamber; the trans side was electrically grounded. Suc-
cessful incorporation was observed by detecting current steps. Open and
closed states were confirmed using all-point histograms. If currents clus-
tered into two peaks on the histogram, each peak was individually analyzed
to obtain average current and conductance measurements. Current traces
were acquired at 20 kHz and subsequently Bessel-filtered, using Element
Data Recorder software (Element s.r.l., Italy).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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